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Changing Technologies with a Constant Goal:
Finding Out How Plants Function

long-distance transport, root-shoot relationships, plant-water relations, and carbon partitioning now use more sophisticated methodologies (fluorescent dye movement, pressure probes, and transgenic plants) than were used in the past.
The field of stress physiology overlaps with a11 other fields, including biochemistry, cell biology, signal transduction,
and developmental biology.
4. Cell biology-membranes-ions has grown steadily as a field from 6 to 14%. There was almost no study of cell
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and electron microscopy, antibodies, in vitro transport assays, isolation of organelles, and complementation of mutants
are just a few examples of the range of technologies that are currently used by plant cell biologists.
5. Papers on bioenergetics (chloroplast and mitochondrial-based processes) are not as numerous as they once were,
and they have dropped from about 15%in earlier years to 8% in 1995. Further analysis shows that the study of plant
mitochondria has almost completely disappeared, with the exception of papers on the alternative oxidase pathways.
Papers on photosynthesis can be divided into in vitro and in vivo (whole plant) studies. Tom Sharkey is one of our
hardest working monitoring editors, which demonstrates that whole-plant photosynthesis is well represented in the
bioenergetics section. I suspect that as many people are studying chloroplasts as before, but they are now cell biologists
or are interested in how light turns on genes for chloroplast proteins, and these papers turn up in other classifications.
Unfortunately, scientists working on bioenergetics (light reactions) seem to be abandoning us for other journals that
have a biochemical or biophysical orientation.
6. The field of plant-microbe interactions was almost nonexistent in the pages of our journal, but some papers were
published on microbial physiology and biochemistry. Although those subjects have disappeared, the interactions
between plants and other organisms (symbionts, pathogens, and pests) now account for nearly 15% of the published
papers. This area has really blossomed in the past 10 years and a special associate editor, Sharon Long, was appointed
in 1992. I hope that we will see increased submissions on interactions of plants with mycorrhizae, nematodes, and
insects in the future.
There are, of course, other ways to classify the subject matter in the papers published since 1963.For example, I could
have combined a11 of the papers on photobiology or on mineral nutrition (whether whole-plant or transmembrane ion
transport). Maybe someone else will delve deeper into such historical developments. 1 only used one other criterion
to determine the questions that interest our colleagues: Do they study primarily whole plants or in vitro preparations?
The number of scientists using whole plants remained steady at 30%. Traditional subjects such as water relations,
whole-plant photosynthesis, and photomorphogenesis are now supplemented by the characterization of mutants or
the study of plants that express transgenes. Developments in gene clo-ning, plant transformation, and the emergence
of Arabidopsis as a model system are in large measure responsible for the increase in whole-plant papers. This seems
a little counter-intuitive because molecular biology is reductionist in its approach. Nevertheless, plant biologists
appear to be true to their calling; they want to know how whole plants work and they are willing to use a11 available
tools to figure this out.
This issue marks the end of my first 5-year term as the editor-in-chief of this journal. My major goals for this 5-year
term were to steer Plnnt Physiology in a new direction with a new editorial structure and faster reviewing procedures,
and to help it maintain its position as the best journal that covers a11 of plant biology. It is my impression that we are
on track toward achieving these goals, although improvements are still possible. We are concentrating on strong,
well-documented papers, distributed over nearly a11 areas of experimental plant biology, that significantly enhance our
understanding of how whole plants work. I thank a11 of you who have helped us by sending us fine research papers,
who have contributed Updates, and who have critically analyzed the submitted papers. I particularly thank the journal
editorial staff at ASPP headquarters, whose dedication makes it possible to maintain the highest publication standards
for our journal. I look forward with enthusiasm to my second 5-year term.
Maarten J. Chrispeels, Editor-in-Chief
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